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Next to busy Interstate-10, White Oak Bayou is an oasis for people living on the southern edge of the Heights. 
Sunflowers line the banks, while cranes and other exotic birds wade in the water. But the bayous in Houston have one 
thing in common with the highways. While they provide regional mobility, they disconnect our neighborhoods on the 
local level. How we perceive getting around is shaped only by the roads and streets. We don’t even know that we are 
disconnected between the north and south sides of the White Oak Bayou. Much of the bike and pedestrian 
infrastructure in Houston sits on top of the existing car network, but truly safe pedestrian greenways can’t align 
perfectly with the roads and streets. In effect, we need to create a separate network of safe passageways for mobility 
of Houstonians of all ages and abilities that choose a mode of transportation other than a car. We need to create for 
the 5-year-old girl riding a bike following her mom pushing along a stroller. Our infrastructure should consider the 80-
year-old couple that prefers not to drive.



There is a tremendous opportunity to create two iconic bridges that will enhance public appreciation, access, and use 
of these spaces. Two bridges and beautification of the Rutland St Basin will help enliven development projects, 
create a distinctive identity and a sense of variety and enchantment to the neighborhood. Generating untold economic 
impact to no fewer than 150 local businesses while creating refuge from the urban hardscape.  

A  TALE OF TWO BRIDGES

RATIONALE
 Reinforces the Bayou Greenways Inititative by connecting the MKT Bike Trail/White Oak Bayou with the Buffalo 

Bayou Trail's north and south banks, and the Rutland St Basi
 Provides multi-modal connection between Cleveland Park, West End Park and Lawrence Park
 Provides improved access to several transit stops and mobility route
 Provides safer access to schools, churches and businesses along the Washington Avenue corridor for pedestrians 

and cyclist
 Leverages existing infrastructure including the low traffic Patterson Bridge at IH10 and the Jackson Hill St bike/

pedestrian bridges from Cleveland Park to Buffalo Bayo
 Addresses a key connectivity gap between Southern Heights and the vibrant neighborhoods south of I-10
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Conceptual Rendering of Patterson St Bridge. Looking north, pedestrians and bikers use the brdige to go from the north terminus of the 
Patterson Bikeway onto the busy M-K-T area. Without this bridge, a pedestrian has two options: 25 minute walk across the existing Cottage 
Grove bridge, or 18 minute walk through Shepherd, a four-lane expressway with only a narrow sidewalk on the west side.

JURISDICTIONS & LAND OWNERSHIP

PATTERSON ST BRIDGE MKT - WHIE OAK BAYOU CONNECTOR

VIA RUTLAND ST BASIN

Both bridges are on the Houston Bike Plan, adopted by the City of Houston in 2017. The land on the north terminus of 
the proposed Patterson Bridge is owned by the Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD). When appropriate, 
HCFCD is known to let Houston Parks and Recreation Department use the land for the creation of public parks.

The second bridge lies along TxDOT owned property. In 2018, TxDOT applied for funding for the bridge and the 
connector to the M-K-T trail (shown in the map). The connector bridge along Rutland St is funded for the FY2024.



SUPER NEIGHBORHOOD 14 & 15

OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

SUPER NEIGHBORHOOD 22

SUPER NEIGHBORHOOD 24

BUILDING COMMUNITY SUPPORT

E S T I M A T E D  C O S T S

Two bridges - along with the necessary connections, safety features, placemaking, and 
iconic lightning are estimated to cost $6M. The strategy would be to also fund the 
creation of a trail and park infrastructure on the Rutland St basin. 

 TxDOT has $2.4M in funding for the Rutland St connecto
 County, TIRZ, and METRO could fund the Patterson St Bridg
 Houston Parks Board could maintain the bridges and the new park

$6M ($2.4M SECURED FUNDING BY H-GAC)



CREATION OF MANAGEMENT DISTRICT:

TWO BRIDGES DISTRICT
After the completion of the bridges, the infrastructure could anchor a new management district in Houston: The 
Two Bridges District, with aims to heal the fracture created by I-10 and improve the urban streetscape in Houston, 
connecting hundreds of thousands of Houston residents and visitors to a new urban wilderness destination in the 
city. Management districts in Houston are a way to pool tax from commercial property owners to beautify an area to 
support existing major activity centers; to promote neighborhood revitalization; and to support raw land 
development. Most Management Districts are authorized to develop a wide variety of improvements, including: 
landscaping and beautification; banners, signs, and seasonal and holiday decorations; sidewalks, lighting, and 
pedestrian improvements; and parks, public plazas, and recreation areas. 

Connecting the sea to shining sea, interstate highway 10 is one of the longest stretches of road in the United States. 
Any time that a pedestrian environment interfaces with a big highway like this, there is a need for thoughful 
transition to create a multimodal approach that continues to be inviting yet useful for every use. Every time I ride my 
bike, run, or walk my dog under this stretch of the the White Oak Bayou trail, I picture all the potential hidden in the 
mighty columns of the bridges. This space could be really transforred into something truly beautiful.

Between the Heights Mercantile mixed-use space and the new M-K-T development, there is an area of the trail that is 
yearning for thoughful development. A community garden could be an excellent attribute for the residents in the 
area. Displays of public art could pay hommage to the history of the neighborhood as an original streetcar suburb of 
Houston. And wayfinding and informational displays could tell a story to trail users about the founders of the 
Heights. 

M-K-T PROMENADE

TRAIL HIGHWAY ILLUMINATION



On the ground level, the interstate bisects both Heights Blvd and Yale St, introducing a hostile environment for 
low-impact users such as walkers, bikers and wheelchair users. This is one of the places where the creation of 
this highway fractured the original layout of the Heights neighborhood. The Heights neighborhood actually 
started south of I-10, as it is evident by the nomenclature of the streets, you can see that 2nd St is south of 
I-10. The very first numbered street north of the highway is 4th St. One could say that where I-10 now roars, 3rd 
St once lay. South of I-10, the Heights Blvd bridge that crosses White Oak Bayou pays hommage to the historic  
should have a neon sign that says “Welcome to the Heights”. Under busy I-10, the underpasses are areas that 
could have urban life thriving. Other places in the world use the underpass of bridges to build community 
markets, coffee shops or boutiques.

In 2017, the Memorial Heights Redevelopment Authority requested that if and when the flood control district 
considered replacing the concrete, that it examine the idea of removing the contrete, as well. They paid for a 
study for the Harris County Flood Control Distrcit offered options to remove the concrete lining along the bayou 
and incorporate a surrounding park space. If the conrete removal is pursued, it would be the first such attempt 
to revert dozens of miles of concrete-lined channels that crisscross Houston to their natural aesthetic, building 
on recent widespread momentum to undo the utalitarian past. The concrete was laid as part of a massive flood 
control effort in the middle of the last century to straighten and channelize the bayous with an eye toward 
speeding stormwaters' rush downstream, eventually to the Houston Ship Channel and Galveston Bay. The 
cretion of a management distrcit could provide funding for this transformation that would bring economic 
benefits, such as a bump in property values, quality-of-life improvements and other recreational benefits.

For more information, visit https://atotbridges.wordpress.com
Please follow us on Instagram! @ataleoftwobridges

YALE /  HEIGHTS I-10 REUITILIZATION PROJECT

WHITE OAK BAYOU CONCRETE REMOVAL


